The map shows known flood extent comparison in the Nsanje district and surrounding areas of Mozambique (derived from MODIS satellite imagery).

Data received in Lilongwe for mapping on the 9th and 13th February. (Data acquired date unknown).

Flood extents will change rapidly over time so ground conditions are likely to change.

**Malawi: Flood Event**

**Flood Extents Nsanje**

(as of 13 Feb 2015)

**Nsanje district area:** 1940km²

Flooded land:

- 9th February: 153km²
- 13th February: 130km²

% Land flooded:

- 9th February: 7.9%
- 13th February: 6.7%

Changes to flood extent.

**Overall decrease:** 23km² in the Nsanje district.

---
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